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� Multi-angle Pan/Tilt Built-in
Small and fast Pan/Tilt function (100 degrees/sec) also
features multi angle direction action allowing discreet
placement in tight spaces while retaining mobility and
wide field of view.

� Easy Remote Monitoring
Using phone lines, ISDN or exclusive lines, V.NETWORKS
is an ideal solution for remote monitoring and viewing.

� Full Digital Signal Processing
The latest CMOS Image sensor digital output goes di-
rectly to the JPEG hardware compression and translates
into network packet signals with the IEEE 802.3, world
standard making it possible to capture, monitor and
distribute full digital images anywhere on the network,
and easily manipulate them using existing image pro-
cessing software in the market.

� Optical 10X Zoom lets you get a close look
Not only the High-speed Pan/Tilt function, but the optical
10x Zoom mechanism is contained inside the compact
body of the VN-C3WU. Control the 10x Zoom remotely
and easily from your PC, and see the high quality images
in detail.

� The programmable alarm function automates surveil-
lance or recording. The VN-C3WU comes equipped with
an alarm trigger connector. Using the signal output from
the alarm trigger connector, you can automatically change
camera's angle and zoom ratio or trigger recording.*

* Pre-setting of desired camera angles or zoom ratios in
position memory is necessary.

� V.NETWORKS can be controlled remotely and easily
from the next room via an Ethernet network, or across the
country via the telephone line, using your PC and JVC’s
exclusive viewer/controller software (included).

� Direct Network Connectivity
Just connect V.NETWORKS to the existing Ethernet us-
ing a 10Base-T connection, and viewing digital images on
the network is very easy, quick and cost-effective.

� View images and control cameras over the Internet  using
a standard web browser. The built-in web server of the
VN-C3WU allows you to distribute images captured by
the camera directly to the Internet without a computer.
The VN-C3WU provides convenient access to visual
information via web browsers, and the integrated fast
Pan/Tilt function also can be controlled from the viewer's
browser. You can also easily link to a diversity of "live"
visual content on a homepage. From real-time viewing of
road traffic conditions to a visual update on the state of
cherry blossoms in tourist areas, the possibilities of
using this new system for "live" visual information ser-
vices are limitless.
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